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Memorializing the Struggle The Life
The internationally renowned AIDS quilt on display at MSU

Parts of the quilt hanging in Memorial
Auditorium.

Michael Klein
Staff Writer
This week, Montclair
State University’s Memorial Auditorium played host
to a significant piece of history – a part of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt. Courtesy of
the College of the Arts, the
Department of Theatre and
Dance, Health Promotion,
the LGBTQ Center, the
Women’s and Gender Studies Department, the Office
of Equity and Diversity and
the GLBTQ Minor, it was
a group effort to make the
viewing of the quilt possible.
The 54-ton, handmade
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tapestry that is a memorial
to those lost to AIDS was on
view from Dec. 5-11 as part
of the Theatre and Dance
Department’s
production
of Falsettos, a musical that
takes place during the heat of
the AIDS crisis, premiering
in L. Howard Fox Theater.
Falsettos follows the
story of a Jewish man who
leaves his wife and child to
live with his new lover –
another man. Marvin and
his lover are united just
as the deadly AIDS virus
begins its terrible spread.
The show is set to use
the quilt as the backdrop
for the show, to commem-

orate
and
memorialize
those lost to the epidemic
as well as bring light to a
new generation that lives
in ignorance to the once
very present and looming
fate that is the AIDS virus.
“We are thrilled to have
the chance to share the
AIDS Memorial Quilt with
the Montclair State community,” said Julie Rhoad,
the custodian of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt and the
executive director of The
NAMES Project Foundation.
In an interview with
Montclair State that was
published on the university website, Rhodes stated,
“These handmade blocks,
created by friends and family, tell the stories of individuals who have lost their
lives to AIDS. We bring
you their stories to inspire
compassion, healing and
personal
responsibility.”
The quilt, which is always on display throughout different parts of the
world, began in 1987 in
San Francisco with a single
3-by-6 panel. Now in 2013,
Quilt continued on Page 4.

Celebration of a Leader
Nelson Mandela passes away at 95

of a
Leader

Photo Courtesy of Hollywood Reporter

Nelson Mandela passed away last Thursday night. He was eulogized by President
Obama Tuesday morning. Mandela was known as a fighter for freedom and as a
leader who brought South African out from under a oppressive rule of racial segragation. His ideas of equality were widespread.

“Mandela taught us the power of action, but
also ideas; the importance of reason and
arguments. He understood that ideas cannot be contained by prison walls or extinguished by a sniper’s bullet. ”
-Barack Obama

Jonathan Molina
Entertainment Editor

Imagine you are a child
living contently in your
hometown. About 200 years
ago, foreigners established
colonies in your mainly agricultural country. These
invaders are a different race
from you, speak a different
language, have a different
religion and government
and, over the years, begin to
industrialize your homeland
in order to access its natural resources. Without being given much of a choice,
you learn to live with these
foreigners despite these differences.

The night was filled with
racist tinged barbs, rape
trigger words, homicide and
homophobic slurs. Solely
from that description, you
would think that I was at a
Ku Klux Klan convention in
the heart of the Bible Belt.
Surprisingly enough, all of
this took place in the Memorial Auditorium at Players’ Mega MILF, otherwise
known as Montclair Improv
League and Friends.
No one said political correctness was entertaining
and humorous, though and
the cast of MILF fully embraced their raunchiness to
try to put forth a show worthy of warranting the presence of the stone faced campus police who wondered
where their lives had gone
to put them working on a
college campus. Throughout
the show, there was raucous
laughter and audience participation through twitter,
but technical issues and the
hit or miss style of the show
made me think that the “M”
in MILF stood for “meh.”

Mandela continued on Page 14.

MILF continued on Page 16.

Nelson Mandela
changed the
landscape
of equality
Kristen Bryfogle
Assistant Opinion Editor

Don’t Fence Me In
The purpose
of the ubiquitous
green fences

Black steel fence outside Car Parc.
Nelson Mandela, former president of South Africa.

MEGA
MILF WTF

Andrew Osolin
Staff Writer
Black metal fences have
replaced the green postand-rope fences along Yogi
Berra Drive near the cogeneration plant. According
to Dr. Timothy Carey, the
associate Vice President of
Facilities Services, the new
black fences are “to ensure
that potential vehicularpedestrian conflicts will be
minimized.”
Unlike the green fences,
the black fences are perma-
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nent. When asked about the
possibility of more green
fences being replaced by
black ones, Dr. Carey answered, “There are no plans
at this time to install additional permanent fencing.”
This is good news to some
students who have found
the green fences problematic enough. “They seem dangerous, and I’ve seen multiple people trip over them
and the wires they support,”
said Kevin Flynn, a senior.
Fence continued on Page 4.
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Happy Holidays from The Montclarion!

Pelican Police Report

On Dec. 4

Students Ross Crane, 19, of Tappan, N.J.
and Nevin Perkins, 18, of Denville, N.J.
were charged with underage possession of
alcohol while in of Blanton Hall. Both parties are scheduled to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
(building #48)

On Dec. 5
A staff member of Impark Parking reported that a parking immobilizer was stolen
off a vehicle while parked in Lot 24A. This
case is under investigation.

On Dec. 5

On Dec. 8

A staff member of Information Technology reported that a loaned laptop was
stolen from their office located on the
fifth floor of University Hall. This case
is under investigation. (building #37)

A student reported that they received a harassing phone call from an unidentified male while
in Freeman Hall. This case is under investigation. (building #15)

On Dec. 7

A student reported being harassed by
another student while outside of the
Red Hawk Diner. This is case is under
investigation. (building #45)

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police
station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE – FALL 2013
DECEMBER 13-19

Day Undergraduate and Graduate Courses Evening/Weekend/and Off-Campus
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
Examination Notes:
1. “First or Only Meeting” refers to the weekly meeting sequence. For example, “First” = MW, MR, TR, TF, WF. This does not correspond in any way to the first time the course met this semester.
2. All examinations are to be held in the regularly assigned classroom. In courses where more than one room is involved, the location of the exam will be the same as the first room of a series (e.g., a course meeting WF in different rooms will have the exam in
the W room).
3. Courses which have a start time other than those listed above should follow the exam schedule for the preceding class start time
(e.g. a course beginning at 9:30am will follow the exam period for courses with a first or only meeting at 8:30am; a course beginning
at 12:00pm will follow the exam period for courses with a first or only meeting at 11:30am). Faculty involved in teaching courses on
a “To Be Arranged” basis and who require an exam room are asked to make arrangements for a specific time and room.
4. Students with a time conflict in their exam schedule should immediately notify each faculty member involved and make arrangements to reschedule one of the exams.
Friday – Dec. 13
For classes meeting on TF or WF at 7:00 a.m……………………….....................................................................7:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on T or F at 2:30 p.m…….......................................................................1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on T or F at 4:00 p.m….…......................................................................3:15 p.m.-5:15 p.m.
Monday – Dec. 16
For classes with first or only meeting on M or R at 8:30 a.m ............................................................................8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on M or R at 10:00 a.m ..........................................................................10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on M or R at 11:30 a.m ..........................................................................1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on M or R at 1:00 p.m ............................................................................3:15 p.m.-5:15 p.m.
Tuesday – Dec. 17
For classes with first or only meeting on T or F at 8:30 a.m .............................................................................8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on T or F at 10:00 a.m ...........................................................................10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on T or F at 11:30 a.m ...........................................................................1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on T or F at 1:00 p.m .............................................................................3:15 p.m.-5:15 p.m.
Wednesday – Dec. 18
For classes with first or only meeting on W at 8:30 a.m…………......................................................................8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on W at 10:00 a.m .................................................................…………..10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on W at 11:30 a.m ........…………...........................................................1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on W at 1:00 p.m ........………….............................................................3:15 p.m.-5:15 p.m.
Thursday – Dec. 19
For classes meeting on MR or TR at 7:00 a.m ....................................................................................................7:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m.
For classes meeting on MW at 7:00 a.m .............................................................................................................9:15 a.m.-11:15 a.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on M or R at 2:30 p.m…….....................................................................1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
For classes with first or only meeting on M or R at 4:00 p.m ............................................................................3:15 p.m.-5:15 p.m.
7:00 p.m. Courses
For classes with first or only meeting M, T, W or R at 7:00 p.m........................................................................7:45 p.m.-9:45 p.m.
On regularly scheduled meeting day
Policy on Final Exams
1. All final exams must be given during the regularly scheduled exam periods. The schedule of courses lists days and times of final
exams for each class period.
2. No final exam may be given during the last week of classes before the exam period.
3. If no formal exam is scheduled, the class must meet for one hour during the scheduled exam time for a class evaluation session.
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Paving the Road to CBS
News anchor shares experience with students

Jayna Gugliucci
Assistant News Editor
With rumors of Kristine
Johnson on campus, not even
the snow and slush could
keep students and faculty
away from such an incredible
colloquium.
Offered by the School of
Communication and Media
on Wednesday, Dec. 11, Johnson’s interview presented
students with a behind-thescenes look at the world of
broadcasting.
As the current 5 p.m. and
11 p.m. anchor at WCBS-TV,
Johnson has covered news
stories including Superstorm
Sandy, the Boston Marathon
bombing and Sandy Hook
Elementary School shooting.
Broadcasting to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut,
Johnson’s news coverage has
touched the lives of people
across the tri-state area.
Meanwhile, at the onset
of the colloquium, Johnson
was presented with the DuMont Broadcaster of the Year
Award. Given to one who has
excelled in the field of broadcasting each year, the news
anchor found her name being
added to a very prestigious
and elite list of broadcasters.
With her impressive résumé in mind, Johnson’s visit
to Montclair allowed her to
share the secrets of following
the same road to success she
had found herself embarking
upon not so long ago.
Johnson shared that she
had initially been just as lost
as the average undergraduate during her freshman year
in college.
One night while she was
studying, CBS News was
interrupted by an Opera-

Kristine Johnson shares her story.

tion Desert Storm newscast
presented by Dan Rather.
Johnson instantly found herself “mesmerized by Rather’s
capability to broadcast [the]
pictures and report on what
was happening.” From that
moment, Johnson knew “that
was it.” Catching “the bug,”
Johnson immediately delved
into her dream of broadcasting and never looked back.
Upon entering the industry, Johnson shared that she
had “started out in a position
[she] didn’t love.”
From endless coffee runs
to tedious photocopying,
Johnson’s time spent in Prov-
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idence, R.I. was certainly not
the most exciting she could
have hoped for.
However, through being an
assistant, Johnson stressed
she soon found a world of
opportunity in front of her
and did not hesitate to take
advantage of it. Constantly
speaking up when those
around her needed assistance, Johnson worked day
and night to build “a foundation to become a stronger anchor and reporter.”
Much to her surprise, her
eagerness to ask questions
and excitement of answering
those questions eventually

Montclair State Updates
Real campus and local news with a twist

landed Johnson the spot of
an anchor at CBS2.
With her story of success
in mind, students were able
to gain insight into the field
as well as the secret behind
persevering in such a “tough
business.” At first, Johnson offered tales of her past
failures and encouraged students not to let disappointment stand in the way of
their dreams.
The news anchor shared
that a recovery should be a
strong one as it will be “what
they remember” and will
help craft a stepping stone to
achieving one’s goals.
In accodance with her
previous statement, Johnson
offered that students should
certainly “celebrate when
[they] achieve goals, but [not]
for too long.”
Creating new dreams and
goals, Johnson believes that
one will easily “seize opportunities that come [his/her]
way” and only continue moving ahead in the industry.
Through determination and
continued persistence, the
news anchor stressed that
“the code to success is not
hard to crack.”
Certainly moved by the
Johnson’s
words,
freshman communication and
media arts major Annalyce
D’Agostino said “it was incredible to see someone I’ve
admired so much” and “to
have her at Montclair is unexplainable.”
Touching the hearts of each
student and faculty member
in the room, Johnson’s idea
that broadcasting is an “industry where you can make
a difference, make a mark”
certainly holds true.

Quilt

Continued from page 1

it is composed of more than
48,000 panels, each individually celebrating someone who has died of AIDS.
“It’s important that there
is awareness of the AIDS
crisis,” said graduating senior Mike Marino, “Having
the quilt on campus brings
visibility to an issue that is
sometimes pushed aside.”
Contributions for the quilt
come from every state in the
nation and from all corners of
the globe. They are stitched
together by family, friends
and loved ones of the deceased
victims, which made it the
largest piece of ongoing community art in the world.
“Having something so
significant and relative to
the Falsettos production on
campus is pretty awesome,”
explained Nick Weber, a
Peer Educator at the LGBTQ Center. “I think shows
with sensitive topics like
AIDS worldwide have a responsibility to acknowledge
and educate their audience.
Having the quilt showcased will undoubtedly turn
some heads and start some
conversations college students don’t normally have.”
The coordinator of the
MSU LGBTQ Center, Brian Edwards, was happy to
bring the quilt to campus.
“We are proud to co-host the
AIDS quilt at MSU, thereby
celebrating the lives of individuals lost to the AIDS pandemic. It is also our hope that
as our students look upon the
memorial, that they consider
their own risk for HIV infection and protect themselves.”
Right now, the University
Health Center is offering free
HIV testing through Dec. 20.
You may call 973-655-4361
to schedule an appointment.

Fence

Continued from page 1

For more on pets check out
the montclarion.org

This piece was written for Professor Hol-

A torn fence outside the Student Center.

Tom Mika
Contributing Writer

Jared Cardenas,
Evan Dickerson, Ryan Moore

Jordan Manglona
Contributing Writer

• New Jersey was ranked
the third-highest state in the
country for cursing. We came
in behind Ohio and Maryland, but f *ck those guys.

•Some sources are suggesting that marijuana may be
healthy for dogs, while others suggest that such sources should “stick to solving
mysteries.”

• The world’s oldest phone
was discovered recently,
dating back 1,200 years.
The phone consists of two
receivers made from gourds
connected by cotton twine.
Historians who have tested the phone say it doesn’t
work well, but at least it’s
not T-mobile.

•Authorities in France have
filed charges against Bob Dylan for comparing Croatians
to slave masters and Nazis,
because everything Dylan
says totally makes loads of
sense.
•Billy Joel has offered to
perform at Madison Square
Garden once a month so long
as fans will have him. When
did the Garden open a liquor
store?

• Russian President Vladamir Putin dissolved an entire news agency, RIA Novosti, along with their radio
broadcast in what some are
calling an exercise of his
presidential power. Sources
are hopeful Putin will soon
discover TMZ.

• Creature Comfort Pet
Therapy is once again bringing trained therapy animals
to campus in order to help
distract students from the
stress of final exams. Students have the choice of either playing with a dog or
being mauled by a cat.

• The New Jersey Hall of
Fame Mobile Museum, also
billed as the “field trip on
wheels” offers exhibits of Famous New Jerseyans such as
Bruce Springsteen, Thomas
Edison and Yogi Berra. The
museum will not be coming
to campus, as there are no
parking spots.

• A document leaked by former N.S.A. contractor Edward Snowden reveals that
intelligence operatives have
taken to creating avatars in
online games such as Second
Life and World of Warcraft
in order to intercept possible terrorist activity taking
place through the fantasy
world. No counterterrorism
success has been recorded,
but the N.S.A. has released
several reports of epic loot.

Other students simply
find them annoying. “I think
they’re frustrating because
sometimes I want to walk
over the grass,” says sophomore Dyanna Martinez, “and
I still do, but now I have to
jump over them. They aren’t
really effective; they’re just
annoying. I thought it was
just a construction thing, but
then they stayed there after
the construction.”
According to Dr. Carey, the
green fences are there to protect the new turf on campus,
which was planted to restore
areas disturbed by the installation of underground steam
and condensate lines necessary to the new cogeneration
power plant. By keeping students and pedestrians out of
these areas, the green fences
allow the newly planted grass
seeds to germinate.
“We have found that the areas that have been cordoned
off are becoming revitalized
far more quickly,” says Carey.
Carey believes that there
have been a few instances in
which the green fences were
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vandalized, which he believes
is “unfortunate, because we
are trying to conserve University operating expenses.”
Though it is not encouraged,
Carey ensures that crossing into the roped off areas
does not pose any immediate threat to anyone’s wellbeing.
Luckily, for those who are
annoyed with the green fences, they are not permanent.
“We will keep them in place
at least into the spring growing season and then we will
evaluate if the fences can be
removed.”
Some students never considered the fences dangerous.
Christina Villano, a freshman, said, “I suppose they
could be a health hazard, but
I haven’t had any traumatizing experiences with them
yet.”
For more information on
construction on campus, visit
the Design and Construction
page on montclair.edu.

Feature
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Style Survival Guide
							

Yasmin Abboushi
Staff Writer

To keep your head warm:

While it’s easy to opt for a simple black beanie and call it day, there’s a whole world of hat wear we can choose from to keep the cold off
our ears. Try a printed beanie or even a pop of color, and no, those pom-pom beanies are not just for children. While it’s hard to pull off
a beret without trying to look like mime or a pretentious French enthusiast, they are a warm and great option this winter. Trappers
are tricky business; they hover on a fine line between lumberjack and chic. The key is that we still need to see your face under the faux
fur. Floppy hats and wide brimmed fedoras are in, but it’s probably a better idea to save these for days that are above 45 degrees.

Beret from Nordstrom.com, trapper from Asos.com and beanie from FreePeople.com.

To keep your neck warm:

It’s not the time to sport light cotton, silk-printed or jersey-knit scarves. This is a serious time to wear wool, alpaca, acrylic and cashmere
scarves. Yes, we are talking about infinity scarves and, monster knit scarves. Although your ears and head are the first in line to keep
toasty (and functioning), scarves are where it’s at. You don’t need me to tell you about the thousands of colors, knit patterns, embellishments and so on that can make your scarf fashionable yet functional. Bury yourself in these warm threads:

Infinity scarf from NastyGal.com, cashmere scarf from Bluefly.com, and chunky scarf from Asos.com

To keep your hands and feet warm:

There’s nothing more frustrating than grabbing your ice cold steering wheel in the morning. I, for one, should have learned my lesson by
now and invest in some serious gloves. The assortment of gloves is just as varied as our assortment of scarves. It’s easy to find fuzzy fingerless gloves, fur-lined mittens and, of course, leather gloves today. Please, for the love of God, stay away from ski gloves. I promise there are
alternatives,. As for your toes, it’s simple: ditch the ankle gym socks and invest in pairs that are thick and knit. Pair different boot lengths
with corresponding sock lengths. Below are some examples: of alternatives to wear in winter.

Fingerless gloves from DailyLook, leather gloves from Zara.com, over the knee socks from Karmaloop.com

Let’s talk coats:

My favorite part of winter is the never-ending coats in all lengths, sizes, styles and fabrics. This is how you can strike out and
showcase your personal style. Are you going to opt for a very British-like navy pea coat with large round buttons? Do you prefer
long down puffy coats that may even have a belt to show your waist? Does the long wool trench coat catch your eye? Or, are you
leaning towards a fleece/shearling lined parka with a furry hood? The key here is to know your color, style aesthetic, embrace the
details and invest in a coat that will last your several winters and leave lasting impressions.

Parka from Aritzia.com, down coat from J.Crew.com and wool coat from NastyGal.com.

Photo courtesy of: winterparklodgingcompany.com

‘Tis the season for North Face jackets, Uggs and ski jackets. There’s nothing more fashionably disenchanting than seeing our campus coated in practical (and boring) winter wear. It’s a monotonous, plain canvas and the only liveliness is
the shrill air sneaking its way through our hats and scarves. I am a firm believer in avoiding frostbite and bone- chilling
snow, but there has to be a charismatic, colorful way to brighten the wintertime madness.
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H o w to Have a S tr ess- F re e Ho l id a y
Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer
The holidays can be a fun time to spend with family and friends, but the days leading up to them can be filled with stress, whether
from finals, work or anything on your plate. This should be a happy time when you appreciate those around you. Here are a few
easy ways to make sure you can do this without letting stress takeover.

Be Mindful of Your Eating

Don’t be a Scrooge

The holidays are usually filled with lots of delicious, homemade foods, and it
is perfectly okay to indulge in these treats you may look forward to all year.
However, it is also important to avoid the mindset that one week of bad eating means you can throw away the whole month of December. Try your best
to eat a normal, healthy and balanced diet leading up to the holidays. Stuffing
yourself with too many heavy foods in the days before the New Year can lead
to being tired, lazy or in a bad mood.

Although it is easy to get caught up in the stress this season, go into it with
a positive attitude. If you tell yourself you can finish finals successfully, work
your normal shifts without breaking under pressure or finally finish all of
your holiday shopping, then you can. The opposite is true as well, and a negative outlook can lead to you holding yourself back from enjoying the season
and accomplishing all you need to do. Remember, this is “the most wonderful
time of the year,” and it is meant to be enjoyed.

Photo courtesy of: myrecipes.com

Phzoto courtesy of: telegraph.co.uk
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Everyone is going through stress this time of year, including your
fellow classmates and/or coworkers. It is easy to lock yourself
away while spending hours studying, but it can be a lot more fun
to study with friends or in a group. Not only will this make the
time pass faster, it will show you that everyone feels the same,
and you can get through this together.

Photo courtesy of: mytakeontv.com

Photo courtesy of: losebabyweight.com.au
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Exercise is one of the best stress relievers and it is easy to fit in!
Whether it’s an hour a day, five times a week or a half hour a few
days a week when you have the time, anything will help you feel like
you have accomplished something. Exercising, in any form, will help
your body release the stressful energy you may be holding in, and can
clear your mind to focus on finishing the school year strong.

The Weekly Debate
Should you spend time with your significant other
and their family during the holiday season?
He Said

She Said

It depends on how close
you are to your significant other and your relationship with
your family. I’d much rather
spend the holidays with my
partner because my family
gatherings aren’t that big of a
deal. Personally, I feel that my
partner’s family cares much
more about the holidays than
my own.
Even when I do spend time
with my own family, there’s a
long tradition in my family of
me ending up with the job of
distracting my younger cousins while my parents drink
wine with our extended family. It ends up being a hassle
to the point where I play host
while everyone else is having

fun.

On the other hand, my
partner and I have quiet plans
of just staying over at their
house to just do nothing, eat
food and watch Netflix. My
partner’s family plays the host
and I’m just another guest. I
honestly love being lazy and
doing nothing during the holidays. So tell me, which do you
think is the better option?
Besides, the holidays are
a great opportunity to get to
know your partner’s family.
I’ve learned so much about my
partner’s family that I would
have never gotten to experience if it wasn’t the holidays.
I can talk to my partner’s extended family and get to know

them while also hearing funny
and interesting stories from
them about my partner, which
makes for interesting conversation. The way I see it, if my
relationship reaches a point
that I can see my future with
them, then why not spend time
with them? Also, I feel like it’s
much less of a hassle for me to
meet their family this kind of
way then any other, as it is a
friendly environment where
everyone is just having fun
versus meeting them any other way.
Personally, I celebrate
Christmas so I can’t speak for
the other holidays. I mean, in
other countries, Christmas is
considered a “couple holiday”

as opposed to one focused
on family, and people who
celebrate the holiday aren’t
necessarily religious. A
good number of my friends
go out with their partners
and go drinking or sing karaoke. And it’s hard to take
the “sanctity” of Christmas
seriously when the national concern of the holiday is
finding presents before the
last-minute rush.
No matter who you
spend time with during the
holidays, you should have
plans of upholding traditions or being with your
partner. Happy Holidays!

The holidays really are the
most wonderful time of the year.
Even as my brother and I have
grown older and moved out of
the house to attend college, my
family keeps alive our childhood
traditions of driving around on
Christmas Eve to see houses
decorated with Christmas lights
and watching the Sesame Street
Christmas Special with our parents.
However, my holiday season
is not spent with my family now
that I am in a relationship. For
the past four years, my boyfriend
and I have had to figure out the
dilemma of how to keep childhood
traditions alive while creating
traditions of our own. We have
found that the best way to share
Christmas together, rather than
having to choose between spending the actual day of the holiday
with my family or his family, is to
have our own private Christmas

with our own traditions. Preceding Christmas, we always get
together in the morning, make
breakfast in our pajamas, watch
the classic Rankin/Bass Claymation Christmas movies and exchange gifts. With this practice,
we can have a heartfelt holiday
without feeling like we are dragging each other away from our
own family celebration. I’m sure
that just as much as I want to
spend Christmas morning with
my immediate family, he wants
to be with his. We both understand this, and so we aren’t personally offended when we opt out
of going over each other’s houses
for Christmas Eve and Day traditions. For us, this is the best
path to go.
However, I can understand
the desire of those who do not
have family traditions or family nearby to spend the holiday
season with their significant oth-

ers. For example, my brother’s
girlfriend will be visiting for a
few days around Christmas to officially meet his relatives and experience our family’s Christmas
festivities. This visit will be especially exciting for her because
she is Jewish and has never celebrated Christmas before. My
brother has said that she can’t
wait to gather around the tree,
open presents and listen to Bing
Crosby crooning “Happy Holidays” in the background. In this
situation, my family is happy to
open our home and traditions to
her since that is how my brother
and his significant other choose
to spend Christmas. It is different for every couple.
I think the ground rules for
spending the holidays with your
significant other is to plan ahead
of time and not to assume that
your significant other will definitely want to attend your holi-

day celebration or that you
will definitely be invited to
their house for the holidays.
Don’t be afraid to say
that Christmas is an important holiday to you and your
immediate family and that
you’d rather spend it with
them than with your partner’s family. Instead, try to
set up a day either before or
after the holiday when you
can visit their house and exchange gifts with their parents and family, or spend
New Year’s Eve at their
family’s get-together. The
point of the holidays isn’t to
physically be somewhere on
Christmas Day but to spread
heartfelt cheer, even if it’s a
day before or after.

Email your Campus Concerns to MSUfeature@gmail.com
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Bigel Grant Helps One Student Dig Up a Story
Sharon Albin
Contributing Writer

Last June, I found myself
in a foreign country crawling
around in holes that had been
dug just days before. My strenuous days began at 5 a.m. and
often lasted until well after
nightfall. Each night, I went
to bed filthy, exhausted and
sometimes shivering from the
cold. We were glad to be working there and enjoying each
other’s company through it
all.
However, everyone around
me undoubtedly felt the same
pangs of homesickness and
aching muscles from the physical exertion of an unrelenting
day’s work. How did I wind up
here of my own invitation.
In 2012, I discovered the
bioarchaeological field school
offered by the College of DuPage, Illinois. Bioarchaeology
is a subfield of archaeology devoted to the study of human remains at archaeological sites.
Their field school offers an intensive program for budding
archaeologists with a chance
to dig at a ninth Century CE
Slavic site in the southeastern
Czech Republic.
The program, which is jointly offered by Masaryk University-Brno, takes in fewer than
20 students each year who
work closely with Czech archaeologists at the Pohansko
research station in the small
city of Breclav. Under the
guidance of Dr. Julie Farnum
from the MSU Anthropology
department, I applied not only
for this field school but also for
the Antoinette C. Bigel Fund
offered by the department.
The Bigel Fund provides an
opportunity for anthropology
students at MSU to participate in programs and projects
outside of the normal curriculum. It was only through winning a grant through the Bigel

Bioarchaeological field school offered by the college of Du Page, Illinois

Fund that I was able to travel
over 4,000 miles away to central Europe and take part in
a summer that would surely
change my life.
The semester before, I left for
the field school was filled with
weeks of preparation. It was a
stressful time, and as soon as
the semester was over in midMay, I was whisked away on a
plane to Vienna. There, I met
with another student from
Colorado and we both traveled
to Breclav for the start of our
five weeks in the wilderness
of Moravia. To be fair, we had
electricity, running water and
semi-permanent shelter, but
in addition to the regional culture shock, all of the students
were forced to quickly adapt to
living with five other students
in a space half the size of the
average dorm room.
Fortunately for me, the
other girls I was placed with

were fantastic and I continue
to talk to them today. But
even great conversation can’t
always distract from the bitter
cold, sweltering heat, aggressive mosquitoes, cold showers
and frustration of running at
full force on only a few hours
of sleep. There were several
days when I felt like giving
up, but where could I go? The
program was not only an education in archaeology but also
in self-perseverance and personal growth.
Through our five weeks
in the field, we managed to
move mountains. We learned
the basics of proper digging
methods and interpreting soil
composition within the first
week, along with receiving an
education in the culture we
were hoping to uncover. Previous work had determined that
Breclav used to lie in a region
inhabited by Slavs of the Great

Moravian Empire. The region
became of great importance as
a crossroads of travel and commerce between the Silk and
Amber Roads. Earlier, it had
been the locus of the introduction of the Cyrillic alphabet by
St. Cyril. Our program hoped
to uncover evidence of smaller production sites that provided food for larger cities in
Great Moravia. In actuality,
we found evidence of several
burned building structures
along with various artifacts
(object made and used by humans) and eco-facts (environmental objects important to
the archaeological context) including ceramics, human and
animal bones and even slate,
suggesting one of our structures could have been a school
of some kind. Our work will be
compiled and interpreted by
the Masaryk University-Brno
researchers and continually

updated so that a more complete picture of the Moravian
culture can be observed.
I made some fantastic
friends at the field school,
many of whom I just recently
saw in November at the annual American Anthropological Association’s conference in
Chicago. They are an amazing
group of people that I hope to
remain in contact with for the
rest of my life. The experience
in the Czech Republic pushed
me to my limits at some points
and made me appreciate everything I had in the comforts
of my own home. It also made
me realize how much I could
accomplish if I set my mind
to it. The opportunity to push
you out of your comfort zone
should not be passed up. I was
fortunate enough to find one
that was able to educate me in
my particular field of interest
as well.

Holocaust Survivor Visits MSU

A group of anxious students
in Professor Ron Hollander’s
the Holocaust and the American Press course, along with
a handful of the university’s
professors, gathered in a tiny
classroom in Dickson Hall on
the evening of Nov. 20 to hear
a story that they would never
soon forget.
Gina Lanceter, a petite
woman with short gray hair,
walked through the door to
the classroom, clenching a tote
bag with both hands. Lanceter, 85, who was accompanied
by a friend of hers, had come
to share her story of how she
survived the Holocaust as a
young girl.
Lanceter, who was smiling as she gazed around the
room at everyone’s faces, took
a seat in the front of the room
and sat down comfortably facing the audience. She wasted
no time before starting to tell
her story.
She began by saying that
she had grown up in eastern
Poland and had been a part of
a large Jewish family. Lanceter said that she had enjoyed
going to school and learning
because it was fun, but soon
after Poland was invaded, she
had to leave school and go to
work.
“I loved going to school,”
Lanceter said, smiling. “But
all of us had to register to
work.”
At age 12, Lanceter started
working at a factory that required her to make bricks by
using just her hands, causing
them to have painful blisters.
“We could not wear gloves to
protect ourselves,” said Lanceter.
In addition to working at
the factory for some time,
Lanceter also scrubbed floors
in the municipality and shov-
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Morgan Megill
Staff Writer

Lanceter speaking to students about her experience during the Holocaust

eled snow in secret to make
financial ends meet.
Lanceter continued to tell
the audience about how Jews
were forced to live in Jewish
ghettos. She described the unsanitary living conditions that
she had to endure, and explained that food was scarce.
She was only allowed to eat
one slice of bread per day.
“My mother would sometimes give me her slice of
bread and pretend she was
full,” said Lanceter. “I still feel
guilty for taking it.”
As the war progressed, Lanceter and her family were sent
to a concentration camp on a
cattle train. Lanceter never
made it there, though. Instead, she was somehow lifted
up and pushed out of the cattle
car through a small horizontal
window.
“To this day I’m not sure
who pushed me,” Lanceter
said as she shook her head
slightly.
Lanceter took a cut-out
frame of the window she was

pushed from out of her tote
bag and held it up to her face
to emphasize how small of a
gap it really was.
Upon her landing on the
tracks, Lanceter told the class
that she injured her head and
was knocked unconscious.
She also sprained her ankle
and was shot in her side by a
soldier. After waking up, she
walked several miles in an
attempt to go back home and
was helped by a railroad worker who gave her some food.
Because he couldn’t help her
anymore due to Nazi restrictions, Lanceter was sent to
fend for herself. After walking
more, Lanceter said that she
eventually met a kind priest
who gave her a Christian birth
certificate and money.
After using the Christian
credentials to sneak on and
board a train back to her
hometown, Lanceter said that
she was smuggled into a labor
camp at night, and was comforted by another young girl.
“She shared her bed space

with me,” Lanceter said. “This
showed that there was still a
spark of decency left.”
Soon after, Lanceter told
the audience that she had left
the labor camp the same way
she had gotten in, and went
into hiding at a non-Jewish
woman’s house that had been
known for hiding Jews. For
the remainder of the war, she
and two others hid in a dark,
dirt cellar, under a bed, which
Nazi soldiers had slept on.
At the closing of her testimony, Lanceter shared her
reasoning as to why she felt
compelled to share her story
with as many people who were
willing to listen. She remembered her father’s last words
to her before she was pushed
out of the train, urging her to
survive and tell others about
the truth of what had happened.
“My father told me to tell
what happened,” said Lanceter. “I talk so that no one is
said to have died in vain.”
To this day, Lanceter

continues to tell her story in
honor of her family despite
the fact that each time she
accounts it the trauma comes
back, and she sometimes has
nightmares.
“We have to talk about it
to educate the younger generation and to prevent it from
ever happening again,” said
Lanceter. “There are few survivors left so it’s even more
important now.”
She humbly encourages the
new generations not to stand
by and watch misdeeds happen, but to be active and help
whenever possible.
At the end of the lecture,
two students entered the
classroom with a small cake
with lit candles for Lanceter
whose birthday was later that
week. After the audience sang
“Happy Birthday” and as she
blew out her candles, there
was a round of applause.
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Help Wanted

Classifieds
Help Wanted

Are you a college student experienced in child care and looking for a
stable income while pursuing your degree? Becoming a Nanny can provide
fulfillment and still allow the time to
pursue outside endeavors. Contact Kelley
at Perfect Fit Nanny Placement Agency:
Kanazarian@gmail.com or
call w862-485-5111.

Babysitter/Mother’s helper: After school
help for 3 children in Upper Montclair.
Days & hours flexible. Occasional nighttime babysitter also required.
Contact Lesley:
lesley@abdulhayoglu.com or
call 201-563-2047.

After school care for a five year old in
Cedar Grove, starting in September
2013. Five days a week, but would
consider 2-3 days.
Please contact
Sarahi.grande@yahoo.com
or call 973-615-7371.

Full Service Salon & Spa in Clifton
seeks part-time receptionist with
managerial duties. Must be outgoing,
hardworking, flexible, & reliable. Basic
computer skills req. Retail experience
helpful but not necessary. Salary commensurate with experience. Benefits
available.
Call 973- 340-4200.

Part-time dog walker needed in Montclair
area between 11 a.m. & 3 p.m. Mon-Fri. $10
per 30 minute walk. For more info email Janine at MontclairPetGirl@gmail.com

Part-time Nanny wanted from 3:00 - 6:30
p.m. Minimum of 3 days per week (prefer 5) for 2 elementary age children in
Pompton Plains. Requires homework
help, transportation to extracurricular
activities, light housework and cooking.
Please call Allie 973-476-5892.

Part-time male or female student to
help promote The Montclair Boutique
and also work part-time.
Contact Jeff 201-506-5555
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Parking
Reasonable off-street parking, Mon.-Fri.
Only three min. walk to MSU Bridge &
Shuttle! Call 973-819-0334
Sun-Sat, 5 a.m.- 8 p.m. ONLY.

Room for Rent
Save $$$ - Female students, grads, transfers. Furnished room rentals Jan – May,
across from Campus on Valley Road.
Internet included. Single or shared.
Call 973-778-1504.
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Toons

And now time for something different ...

Sudoku!

HERE’S TO WINTER BREAK!
HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM THE
MONTCLARION

See you next semester!

LOVE TO DRAW?
Submit your comics/cartoons
to The Montclarion at
msuproduction@gmail.com
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Snow More School, Please!
Question of
the Week
What kind of
weather conditions
should cause MSU
to cancel classes?
Samantha
Cicchine
Undeclared
Freshman
“I think when it’s
really snowy. It’s
not just the snow but also the cold temperatures which could [cause icy conditions]. There could be a lot of casualties
involved, because a lot of people commute. It’s not really safe for people to be
driving when it’s snowing. With the risk
of ice and everything, it’s just not safe.”

Eman Wasef
Animation/
Illustration
Freshman
“Windy, stormy,
lightning, snowy
conditions. [In those conditions,] classes should be cancelled. I’m a commuter,
so it sucks for me because trains are delayed. I think the worst weather would
be the snow, the legit snow.”
Amanda
Fernandez
Math
Education
Senior
“I think any
type of snow, if it’s extremely icy on the
ground like it recently was the other day.
I know that a lot of accidents happened.
Maybe extreme wind, too, because it’s
kind of hard to drive your car.”
Randy Singh
Information
Technology
Senior
“Sleet on the
road, because
it’s dangerous for students to make the
commute. This is a big commuter school,
so with the traffic off of Route 46 and all
the other routes that students take, it’s
a hazard.”
Paris Glover
Information
Technology
Freshman
“The type of
weather conditions that should close MSU, I believe,
should be heavy rainfall, lightning, thunder, hail and heavy snowstorms, not just
a light dusting, and, of course, the Hurricane Sandy weather. When I was a commuter, coming to class when the weather
is iffy was hard because you’re fighting
traffic. You have to fight traffic on the
highway right up the street, and it was
difficult for me, being a commuter, to find
parking, and then have to walk all the
way in the rain. By the time you get to
class, you’re totally soaked, or if you don’t
have any galoshes, your feet get wet.”
Myla Ramirez
Molecular
Biology
Senior
"Anything that
is
hazardous
and poses a threat to the safety of students, especially the commuter students.
It's also unfair, being a large commuter
population, for students to risk their lives
and their safety to come here for a grade
and something that's mandatory."

Vicky Leta | The Montclarion

I

nclement weather
is about as convenient
as the flu, and it’s rare
that this university
ever gets shut down.
Now, not every snowflake that falls from the
sky is the sign of the
apocalypse, but maybe
there are things the administration needs to
take into consideration:
ice damage. This was
no typical snow storm;
there was enough ice to
delay or shut down universities all together,
yet we were one of the
only schools to remain
open.
The measurement of snow shouldn’t
be the university’s only
indicator of whether to
keep itself operational
or not. The fact that
there were multiple accidents along Route 46
and around the campus should have been

enough to have the school
close. To add insult to injury, our own campus wasn’t
even fully cleared. The Yogi
Berra Drive entrance had to
be closed off because of icy
conditions. Many professors
cancelled class regardless
of the university’s decision
because of the fear for their
safety as well as the students’ safety, yet the university has enough audacity to
keep itself open with no concern for its commuters.
Instead of having students and faculty schlep all
the way here, it would have
made more sense to close
down the campus and work
on getting our own roads
clean. Like we stated before,
inclement weather is inconvenient to everyone and
there is a lot of pressure to
keep the campus open for finals, but at what cost? Closing off the school would have
just been a mild nuisance
that could have negated any
potential threat for students
and faculty.

The deed is done, but
there is still another grievance many students have
with Montclair State and
their snow policies. There are
the apathetic snow shovelers, as in the students who
take on the task of shoveling
snow for a decent amount of
money. Do many of them deserve what they get paid? No
chance in hell.
Without anyone monitoring them, many aimlessly
walk around all doe-eyed
making money for holding
a shovel. There needs to be
a better system to enforce
students to actually make
an effort in doing their jobs.
The university shouldn’t be
spending their money on people who are going to half-ass
their jobs. There are better
things that money could probably be invested on.
The university is doing a
lot of students a favor by offering them employment, and
students who sign up to clean
should honor that commitment. The university doesn’t

need to try and create work
for you, so you should at least
have the common decency to
abide by the work you were
contracted to do.
Also, people need to
learn how to do these jobs
right. Salt does not dissolve
snow if you pour it all over
the ground. First you shovel,
then spread the salt to try
to prevent the ground from
freezing over. Honestly, I’m
not sure where to put the
blame for the lack of common knowledge, but maybe
students need to be taught
how to do a job before they
get sent outside with a shovel.
Weather is unpredictable
and we aren’t always going
to have the best solutions for
how to deal with Mother Nature’s tantrums, but these
are some issues that need to
be taken to heart, especially
when considering the safety
of the entire student body
and staff.

Thumbs Up
Snowmen in the Freeman-Russ Quad
Pope Francis wins Time’s Person of the Year
Winter Break

Thumbs Down
Government spies on MMO players
Preparation for the 2022 World Cup
Carrie Underwood’s acting in The Sound of Music: Live!
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Ending the Game of Foreign Policy
How science fiction novels can improve international relations

E

nder’s
Game, a
sci-fi novel written
by
Orson Scott
Card, describes the
successful
Gates Helms annihilacolumnist
tion of an
alien race
by a space armada of humans
led by a boy-genius.
Besides being entertaining, Ender’s struggle to lead
his species to victory demonstrates a problem that our
leaders face today: how to
best protect ourselves from a
foreign threat. The military
leaders in the novel adopt the
strategy of completely destroying their enemy.
According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, safety is one of
the most basic needs and must
be satisfied in order to achieve
the higher needs such as morality and esteem. The ERG
theory, an evolved version of
Maslow’s, proposes that both
basic and higher needs can operate together and that basic
needs do not precede higher
needs.
Higher needs are more
difficult to agree on than basic needs; therefore, it makes
sense that our government
focuses its foreign policy on
the satisfaction of the need for
safety while neglecting higher
needs such as morality.
Ultimately, this persetion
on basic needs hurts our development as a species.
The media coverage of

Nelson Mandela’s recent passing emphasizes the great
South African leader’s triumph in the peaceful transition to black rule.
What made Mandela successful in leading this change
was not only his ability to
quell internal discord among
factions of his own supporters
but also his empathy for his
jailers. He made the effort to
learn the Afrikaans language
and even studied rugby, their
favorite sport.
Through his ability to
gain the perspective of those
who jailed him, he was able to
gain their trust during negotiations over governance after
his release. Much bloodshed
was avoided through this one
man’s effort to understand his
jailers and fellow countrymen.
Ender’s Game provides
a strong corollary to Mandela’s
example. In order to reconcile
our differences, we must recognize the value in our foe. As a
different species, the Buggers
were already dehumanized as
a group. This classification of
“less than human” made this
extraterrestrial enemy unworthy of respect or consideration.
When deciding to use the
doctor device on their home
planet, the leaders considered
the consequence of reciprocity
but not the severity of this attack. In the judgement to end
an entire species, the leaders
did not consider what value
the Buggers might have to the
universe.
They tricked a mere child
into pulling the trigger because
his inner good might have

interfered with his ability to
end an entire civilized species.
Our leaders seem equally willing to relegate morality to an
afterthought.
The battle school commanders in Ender’s Game were
correct that empathy and compassion were Ender’s greatest
assets, but they were ignorant
of its best use. Rather than to
destroy, Ender’s greatest application of his talents was to
unify disparate groups.
We should not let our
anger about past atrocities
cloud our judgement in deciding future policies. To borrow
an accounting principle, in order for an event to be relevant
in a decision, it must make a
measurable difference and be
in the future.
Consider deaths in past
conflicts as sunk costs, which
cannot be changed by future
actions. Suddenly, decisions
become much more simple.
We need not seek revenge
on those who have wronged us
in the past. Instead, we must
forgive our enemies for their
transgressions and work to
make them our allies. Despite
being a predominantly Christian nation, the U.S. seems to
have a problem with forgiveness.
While religious dictates
seem to make their way into
the conservative platform in
positions on issues like abortion and gay marriage, they
are somehow forgotten when
it comes to foreign policy.
As an American, I was
horrified by the attacks on the
World Trade Center on my 12th
birthday. As New York City

was my birthplace, it holds a
special place in my heart. I
was disgusted that this attack
targeted civilians and killed
thousands. What kind of savage brute consciously ends the
lives of innocent people due to
a perceived cultural threat?
Conservative estimates
puts the civilian death toll
from direct U.S. military actions in Afghanistan at 19,000
civilians.
These statistics are not
meant to produce feelings of
guilt over the actions of our
military, but rather to emphasize the point that extreme
backlash against an enemy exists outside the context of science fiction.
Like the characters in
Ender’s Game, we discount the
inherent worth of so-called insurgents as a way to rationalize their destruction as well as
the multitudes of innocent civilians who might share their
geographical location.
Whether to ease our collective conscious or to gain support in Congress, our leaders
vilify and devalue whatever
group they deem a threat. As
an American of European and
Afghan descent, I hope our
leaders find a more peaceful
solution to our conflicts than
those of Ender’s World.

Gates Helms, a Psychology major, is
in his first year as columnist for The
Montclarion.

Mandela
Continued from page 1
After
a
long fight,
foreign
invaders
now .have
complete
control of
your counkristen bryfogle
try’s govasst. opinion
ernment.
editor
Suddenly,
your entire world begins to
change. Your family is forced
to pack up and move into a
centralized location with many
other aboriginal families.
You are forced to get a
passport, which contains your
name, photo, fingerprint and
a list of places where you are
allowed to go. Anyone who is
found in an unauthorized region without proper access is
immediately arrested. Everything in the country is now
segregated based on race.
Although this situation
may seem like a plotline out
of an Orwell novel, for native South Africans and other

peoples of color living in South
Africa from 1948 to 1994, this
was their reality. When Dutch
colonists finally gained complete political control of South
Africa, they instituted racial
segregation laws known as
apartheid.
For years, this racial discrimination continued, and
though many people tried to
gain back their rights through
peaceful protests and civil
disobedience, many protestors were arrested, tortured,
wounded or even killed for
fighting against the injustice
they saw in their nation.
Finally, in 1994, through
the collaboration of many different leaders and groups,
the apartheid officially ended
when all South Africans, regardless of race, were permitted to vote in a presidential
election.
During that same election,
Nelson Mandela, one of the
leaders of the anti-apartheid
movement, became the first
black president of South Afri-

ca—a man who had been fighting for the cause of African
rights and peace between all
races since he was a student.
Mandela, after planning
an overthrow of the Dutchdominated government, was
arrested and served a jail sentence for 27 years before being
released in 1990.
When he was finally released from prison, he began
working to end apartheid more
tenaciously than ever before.
In him, the subjected people of
South Africa saw a leader who
represented them, who underwent their struggles yet still
worked to change his world, no
matter what tried to stop him.
He gave the people of South
Africa the hope that one day
apartheid would end. Last
week, at the age of 95, Mandela passed away, leaving a
country mourning but nevertheless thankful to their previous leader for all he had done
for South Africa.
For many young people in
the United States who were

only young children when
Mandela was freed, his passing is strange. We feel compelled to show reverence, yet
Mandela and apartheid belong
more to a history textbook’s
glossary than to our hearts.
However, I believe that it is
important for us, the millennials, to know who Mandela was,
how he impacted the world
and how he can still impact
our lives. Mandela was not
just fighting a battle for South
Africa or a battle against racism, but a battle of human
rights, an issue which is still
being fought on many fronts in
the world.
In today’s world, with evergrowing populations and everdeveloping technology, it is
easy to say, “Why bother doing
something when someone else
can just do it for me?”
It is easy not to donate to
relief funds or sign petitions
because we feel that they will
not make a difference in the
long run. We pass our own
battles to other people who we

Concerning Editorials and Columns

feel are better suited to fight.
When presented with bleak
outcomes, we give up hope. If
we can learn anything from
Mandela’s work, it is to believe
in the causes we feel are right
to fight injustice, even in the
smallest ways, and to never
give up when there is little to
no hope.
With the new year swiftly
approaching, I think we can all
aspire to be a little more like
Mandela and devote 2014 to
correcting the wrongs we find,
never passing by a person in
need, expecting someone else
could do the job. Mandela said,
“We must use time wisely and
forever realize that the time is
always ripe to do right.”
If we all use this philosophy in our lives, perhaps together we can make an impact
on the world just as Mandela
did.

Kristen Bryfogle, an English/Classics
major, is in her second year as the Assistant
Opinion Editor for The Montclarion.

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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Organizing The A Team
Governor Christie gets his 2016 cabinet ready for a new campaign

“P

resi d e n t
C h r i s
Christie.”
T h o s e
t h r e e
Kenneth Macri w o r d s
feel
like
columnist
a breath
of fresh air at this point.
Trapped within the confines
of the circus that is currently
occupying Washington D.C.,
the 2016 Presidential election
cannot come soon enough for
many Americans.
The circus’ ringleader, Barack Obama, the President
of the United States, is doing such a pitiful job in office
that the word “impeachment”
has been thrown around. Yes,
impeachment—the thwarting
death sentence that even President Nixon had the where-

withal to avoid.
The healthcare situation in
this country has escalated into
such an uncontrollable predicament that Obamacare would
make Governor Christie seem
like the next coming of Abraham Lincoln. Now if you think
Christie has turned a blind
eye to what is currently going on in Washington only to
worry about New Jersey, think
again; he already has his ATeam assembled.
Should Governor Christie
run for office in 2016, he would
have built quite the squad to
support him in his pursuit of
the white throne.
With his lineup of supporters and deep-pocketed funding, Team Christie is starting to look like the New York
Yankees of 1927. It starts with
Bill Palatucci, the consultant
at the Gibbons P.C. law firm

in Newark who was the chairman of Christie’s gubernatorial reelection campaign.
Obviously, Palatucci did
his job; Governor Christie won
re-election by over 60 percent in a state dominated by
Democrats. Next is Michael
DuHaime, who has served as
the political director of the Republican National Convention
and worked to help George W.
Bush get re-elected back in
2004. DuHaime also served as
one of Christie’s top strategists
in his 2009 and 2013 gubernatorial campaigns.
There’s Maria Comella,
who serves as Christie’s deputy chief of staff for communications and planning and also
worked on Bush’s 2004 campaign.
The last key piece to the
puzzle is Russ Schrieffer. In
addition to working on both of

Governor Christie’s gubernatorial campaigns, Schrieffer
has worked on six of the last
seven presidential campaigns.
Let’s just say Schrieffer is the
seasoned veteran in this lineup
who is still capable of knocking
the ball out of the park.
Surrounded by a trusted
team and seemingly endless
connections, Governor Christie is no doubt one of the 2016
presidential frontrunners.
When you think back to
when President Obama and
Governor Christie locked arms
after Superstorm Sandy, one
could question whether their
relationship would survive
past that spur-of-the-moment
bear hug.
Maybe it did, because President Obama is doing such an
atrocious job in office, it almost
seems like he is purposely flopping for the home team, that

home team being New Jersey
and Governor Christie.
At this point, Governor
Christie’s best move would be
to holster his guns and start
packing for his new home if
he gets lucky in 2016. After
all, President Obama is influencing the start of Christie’s
Republican campaign three
years early, and he’s doing a
heck of a job.

Kenneth Macri, an English major, is in
his third year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Blame It On The (Lack Of) Alcohol
Students abuse alcohol because of the allure its illegality provides

A

third
of all colleges
in
the United
States today
are considered “dry”
campuses.
Erin mathis
This means
Columnist
that any alcohol is strictly prohibited to
the students on campus. The
possession or consumption of
alcohol is an offense to university law and may lead to fines,
warnings, sanctions or even
expulsion.
While a dry campus appears
to be effective against any alcohol-related problems such as
alcohol abuse, it may not be as
effective as it sounds.
The misuse of alcohol among
college students is a serious
problem, but a dry campus

may be exacerbating the problem of alcohol misuse. As we
all know, college and drinking
are often connected or thought
to go together.
A dry campus is meant to
reduce the drinking among
college students, but a dry
campus may even promote
binge drinking and evoke an
unhealthy relationship with
alcohol. Its consumption leads
towards alcohol-related troubles such problems, injury and
even police involvement.
According to a 2011 study
from Monitoring the Future,
37 percent of college students
nationwide have reported that
they have tried binge drinking. A man drinking five or
more drinks in a row and a
woman drinking four or more
drinks in a row within a twohour time frame defines binge
drinking.

Binging is most popular
during the ages of 18-34 years
old. Binging, or just drinking
in general, may be more appealing to those who are on a
dry campus because of the excitement of an illegal activity
despite the harsh consequences.
As a college student, I can
say that the risks do not stop
most college students who
want to drink and actually
may get them into more trouble. Rather than such harsh
punishments for students who
are going to drink, I think it
is important to help create a
healthy relationship with alcohol and allow students to be in
a safe drinking environment.
Dry campuses, at times,
don’t really stop students
from abusing alcohol, but instead creates a bigger stake
for them if they do. From per-

sonally growing up in a family
where drinking was not condemned or even something to
boast about, I never thought
anything of having a drink because I was never told that I
wasn’t allowed one.
If I wanted to have a glass
of wine with dinner, I would
probably be allowed to. I never
thought of drinking as “cool”
because I was never told I
couldn’t, and while I was made
aware of the dangers of abusing alcohol, I was able to come
to college with the feeling that
I had a healthy relationship
with alcohol.
Upon coming to a campus
that is dry, students start to
get curious about alcohol.
The allure starts to draw
the students in because they
feel as though it is exciting to
drink and many of them are
away from their parents for

the first time.
Arguably, students on a dry
campus may feel compelled to
drink more. Many students
have to learn the hard way the
danger that can come along
with binge drinking.
I think, rather than enforcing such strict drinking rules,
it would be more beneficial to
help create a moderate drinking environment where students don’t feel compelled or
peer-pressured to do things
that are considered daring or
exciting.

Erin Mathis, an English major, is in
her first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Happy Birthday, Jess Harnell

L

adies
and
gentlemen, I
want
to
tell you all
about Jess
Harnell, a
voice-over
Nick Taylor
actor. He
chief Copy
editor
has voiced
dozens of
fictional characters, from Ironhide in the recent Transformers films to his most notable
role, Wakko Warner from Animaniacs, as well as his longstanding position of announcer
on America’s Funniest Home
Videos.
Why am I talking about
this guy you’ve probably never heard of? Harnell turns 50
years old on Dec. 23, and I
thought I’d bring to attention
my appreciation for the guy.
His voice is a low tenor, sound-

A fan’s perspective on a voice acting great
ing somewhat like Nick Bakay,
who voiced Norbert on The Angry Beavers. He can sing, too,
and is a founding member of
the glam metal cover band,
Rock Sugar.
His singing voice has been
featured in many television
shows as well, most notably as
the voice of Wakko and sharing lead vocals with Jim Cummings on the opening theme
for Taz-Mania.
I became a fan of Harnell
after recognizing him as the
voice of Hunter, the leading
anthropomorphic superhero
canine in the short-lived animated series, Road Rovers. I
always found that Harnell’s
regular voice fit perfectly with
the look and personality of
Hunter.
Sadly, the character of
Hunter didn’t last long, as
Road Rovers was cancelled in
1997 after just one season. Be-

cause of his role in Road Rovers, I can hear his voice in anything. Growing up, every time
I heard Harnell’s voice, my
pre-pubescent self would go
nuts as I still thought Hunter
himself was talking behind
the mic. I later discovered his
actual appearance varied significantly.
Compared to the fictional
Hunter, who was a well-built,
short-trimmed blond retriever
mix, Harnell is on the larger
side with long, dark curly hair
and an on-and-off beard. This
made my nine-year-old self
jump out of my skin. It was
then that I learned he had
voiced hundreds of characters,
so I have no idea if he even remembers Road Rovers or not.
I soon learned not to judge
anyone by appearance, especially voice actors. I also
learned that he was originally
from Teaneck, a short drive

from where I live. My admiration of his career even landed
me his signature, though it
wasn’t in person. I wrote a fan
letter of appreciation to him
for an assignment in my senior year of high school.
A few months later, I received a chiaroscuro-style
headshot of him signed in
green permanent marker,
“Good Luck Nicholas! (Jess
Harnell’s signature)” I saved
the envelope, because I knew
he wrote on that, too (it’s a fan
thing), and put his headshot in
a plastic sheet protector, where
it remains to this day.
There’s a saying that “age
is just a number,” and in the
case of voice acting, it truly is.
Harnell may be turning 50,
but most of his other contemporaries are older than he is.
There are countless examples,
but let’s focus on Rob Paulsen
and Tress MacNeille, the voic-

es of Harnell’s sibling counterparts on Animaniacs. Paulsen,
who voiced Yakko in a still-expanding resume, is 57. Alongside Dot’s voice, MacNeille’s
career stretches even further,
as she even voiced Colleen on
Road Rovers, alongside Harnell. She’s 62, which means
that Dot, being the youngest of
the group, was actually voiced
by the oldest of the three.
Harnell’s halfway point
through life, in the context of
this career, only means he has
much more to come. On that
note, I wish the best of luck to
him. Happy 50th, Jess Harnell
and thanks for the autograph.

Nick Taylor, a General Humanities
major, is in his second year as the Chief
Copy Editor for The Montclarion.
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MILF Ends With LOLs and WTFs
With the
formatting
and style
identical to
hit television show
Whose Line
is it Anyway, MILF
and its cast
took to the
stage after
a video intro set to
Fountains
of Wayne’s
“Stacy’s
Mom.” The
video, similar to montages
in
live action
television
shows on
Nickelodeon, visually
introduced They killed the show.
the cast to the audience by a
sequence of semi-cliché events
culminating in the whole group
next to a group of dancers lifting their legs in a synchronized
manner with the enthusiasm
of 1980s girls on Quaaludes.
Two MILFers, Nick Weber and Kelly McGeary,
played host(ess) and led the
show through its paces with
the night divided into sixteen “mega games,” most
of which were hit or miss.
One of the harsh truths
of Mega MILF was that the
technical issues, or the lack
of anything technical, really
detracted from the performers on stage. Just sitting three
rows from the stage, I had
trouble hearing what was being said and could only imag-

Jonathan Michael Molina
Entertainment Editor

mor, I would
search Modern Family
on Netflix.
Besides
my gripes,
there were
some bright
points
to
the night.
The “Sports
Casters”
skit was one
of the better parts to
take place
on
stage.
Michael
Poole and
Casey Coleman pantomiming as
competitors
in a “salad
tossing
championPhoto courtesy of MSU Players ship” as a
play-by-play commentary was
ine what could be heard from
moments where two MILFers
taking place on the side of the
the back. One of the performwould step back and forth as
stage. Surprisingly not takers was lost backstage for a
if Van McCoy’s “The Shuffle”
ing advantage of the sexual
period of time, which then
was skipping while they tried
connotation in tossing salad,
stalled the game and made me
to figure out which one was to
the two ended up as zombies
think that Narnia really exgo forward. Played out pop culchasing the commentators
isted. There were small gripes
ture references were dropped
to loud cheers and applause.
that didn’t really derail the
in so frequently it made me
Mega MILF ended the
show, but were things that
wish a wrecking ball came
night as a quintessential Playcould have been remedied.
careening in from stage left.
ers event, perfectly capturing
Despite the effort of everyLastly, some of the performthe essence of the organizabody on stage, the show and
ers relied too heavily on their
tion and causing everybody to
reception would have been the
own personalities than improlaugh or crack a smile, myself
same, if not better, if the numvisational humor to the point
included. However, my exber of bodies on stage were cut
that they were the joke instead.
pectations were set too high
in half. There were awkward
If I wanted to watch campy huand, as a result, left me disappointed. Maybe with some
fine tuning and troubleshootDisclaimer
ing in the future, MILF can
I was invited and given priority seating by Players.
be hotter than last year and
They asked for real talk. guuurrrlllllll....
convince me to change the “M”
from “meh” to “magnificent.”

Actor Highlight

Seyfried’s Moment to
Shine
Megan Spinelli
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of joblo.com

The sweet taste of success.

Amanda Seyfried is in
talks to star in a Will Ferrell, Adam McKay and Kevin Messick produced movie for Universal Pictures,
Variety reported last week.
The 28-year-old Les Miserables star is set to star in
the comedy, He’s F-ing Perfect, as an internet-savvy
woman who Facebook-stalks
her friends’ boyfriends to

make sure that she approves
of them. This leads her wanting to pursue a relationship
with one of the men and subsequently tries to convince her
friend to break up with him.
Jake Szymanski will be
directing this film penned by
Lauryn Kahn. Ferrell, McKay
and Messick are set to produce
through their production company, Gary Sanchez Produc-

tions along with Good Universe. He’s F-ing Perfect does
not yet have a release date.
The highly acclaimed actress,
widely known for her work in
Mean Girls (2004), Mamma
Mia! (2008), Dear John (2010),
Les Miserables (2012) and,
most recently, The Big Wedding (2013), has multiple projects for audiences to anticipate.
Seyfried is joining her Les

Miserables co-star, Russell
Crowe, to play Crowe’s daughter in Fathers and Daughters,
directed by Gabriele Muccino
(The Pursuit of Happyness).
This Voltage Pictures film is
split between the 1980s and the
present and centers on the relationship between a father and
daughter living in New York.
There is no release date yet.
Starring alongside Seth
MacFarlane, Charlize Theron
and Liam Neeson, Seyfried
will be playing the woman who
leaves MacFarlane’s character
in the comedic western, A Million Ways to Die in the West.
MacFarlane, who has written
for this film and will be directing, stars as a cowardly farmer who seeks the help from
the wife (Theron) of a gunfighter (Neeson) to help him
win back his girl (Seyfried).
This Universal Pictures and
Media Rights Capital film also
features Sarah Silverman, Neil
Patrick Harris and Giovanni
Ribisi. It is being produced by
Ted producers Scott Stuber
and Jason Clark, and is set to
hit theaters on May 30, 2014.
There’s also While We’re
Young, starring Seyfried along
with Ben Stiller, Naomi Watts
and Adam Driver. Written and
directed by Noah Baumbach
(The Squid and the Whale and
The Life Aquatic), this upcoming film features an uptight
documentary filmmaker and
his wife (Stiller and Watts) who
form an unlikely friendship
with a free-spirited, younger
couple (Seyfried and Driver).
Seyfried is also set to star
alongside Reese Witherspoon
in the James Mangold direct-

ed film, Three Little Words, according to a report from Deadline. From a script written
by Lewis Colick and Michael
Petroni, based off the 2008
New York Times bestseller by
Ashley Rhodes-Courter, Three
Little Words is about a girl lost
within the child welfare system until a volunteer, played
by Witherspoon, discovers her.
Gary Sanchez Productions,
founded by Ferrell and McKay, has co-produced a variety of well-known films: Step
Brothers (2008), The Other
Guys (2010), The Campaign
(2012) and Anchorman 2:
The Legend Continues (2013).
Szymanski is known for
his work as a director and assistant director in shorts like
Dirty Dancing 3: Capoeira
Nights (2010) and Presidential
Reunion (2010), as well as various episodes of Brooklyn NineNine, Saturday Night Live
and Funny or Die Presents…,
which is also a production of
Gary Sanchez Productions.
Audiences can expect to see
Seyfried many times on the big
screen and can look forward to
her in He’s F-ing Perfect soon.
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Leto’s Path

From alternative rock
to trans characters:
an evolution
Jasmine Amjad
Contributing Writer

Known to some as Claire
Dane’s love interest on the
television show My So-Called
Life or as the lead singer for
the band Thirty Seconds to
Mars, Jared Leto seems to be
the man of the moment. His
first film after a six-year hiatus from acting, Dallas Buyers Club, where he plays a
transgender woman suffering
from AIDs, has been garnering tremendous award buzz
for the singer/actor. On Dec.
3, Leto won best supporting actor at the New York
Film Critics’ Circle Awards.
Coincidently, the same day
Leto received this award, he
released a documentary about
his band, Artifact, on iTunes.
This passion project focuses
on a lawsuit his band was
facing with their record label
EMI, who was suing them for
$30 million for attempting
to sign with a new label. The
film premiered at the Toronto
International Film Festival
where it won the People’s
Choice Documentary Award.
With all this recent media
attention, Leto has been on a
series of press junkets to promote his projects. His latest

press stop was at the Apple
Store in Soho in downtown
Manhattan on Dec 4. Leto
was joined on stage by moderator Drew Taylor from the
website The Playlist. Dressed
in an all-black outfit suitable
for a rock star with shoulder length ombré hair, Leto
discussed the making of “Artifact” as well as answered
questions from the audience.
Leto told the audience what
a terrible feeling it was to be
sued by his own record label
and that the company is “not
human and they only care
about profit.” Although the
band was signed with the label
since 1998, Leto said that they
had never gotten paid for any
of their albums. He explained
that the music industry “is a
ship trying to write itself,”
and the only revenue made by
musicians are through touring and merchandise. He also
shared how the music industry is still in a bad place and
how he believes that digital
sales are down once again.
For Leto, passion is the
driving force to his musical
career rather than making
a sufficient profit. However,

Leto speaks about his plans, present and future.

he claims “that doesn’t mean
some other prick should be
screwing you and taking what
little revenue there is.” He
also spoke about the importance for artists to stand up
for themselves and fight for
their creative passion. That
being said, Thirty Seconds to
Mars fought hard against this
lawsuit and titled their third
album This is War as a result.
The Q&A portion of the
night ranged from questions
about the highs and lows of
being an artist to if he would
ever do a rock opera (which he

would never do). One woman
even plucked the courage to
ask Leto if he would marry
her. Leto hesitated for a moment and said in a low, rumbling voice, “Next question.”
While reminiscing with the
crowd during his darker days
as a musician, Leto talked
about how he felt when the
release of the first single off
their second album, Attack,
bombed. An audience member shouted that it was his
favorite song, to which Leto
promptly responded, “Well,
you should have requested

Photo courtesy of Johanna Rodriguez

it more on the radio, buddy!”
Artifact and the band’s latest fourth album Love, Lust,
Faith and Dreams can be
purchased on iTunes and Dallas Buyers Club is playing at
select theaters nationwide.
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Mens Basketball Loses Three Straight
Nick Patriarca
Staff Writer

The Montclair State
mens basketball team fell
to 2-5 on the season with
three consecutive losses to
Rutgers-Newark, Ramapo
and the College of Staten
Island.
The Red Hawks ventured into Newark to take
on NJAC rival RutgersNewark in their second conference game of the season.
After opening the game
with a three-pointer from
Doze Ikwuegbu, the Scarlet
Raiders wouldn’t surrender
the lead for the remainder
of the game.
The Red Hawks
managed to keep it close
and cut the lead back to
three with just under 10
minutes left in the half, but
Rutgers-Newark countered
with a 10-0 run and took a
15 point lead into the half.
John Snow led the way with
12 points and two assists
for the Raiders, shooting
2-3 from three-point land.
The Raiders were
able to hold off the Red
Hawks for the remainder
of the game, cruising on to
an 87-70 win. Snow shot 8-9
from the field including 3-4
from beyond the arc to finish with 27 points.

Great shooting was
key in the Raiders’ victory,
as they were able to shoot
57 percent from the field
and 70 percent from threepoint land.
The
Red
Hawks had their chances
to get back in the game, but
they weren’t able to keep
up with the sharpshooting
Scarlet Raiders, shooting
just 46 percent from the
field.
Looking to rebound
from a tough loss, the Red
Hawks traveled to Mahwah for their third conference matchup of the season
against the Ramapo Roadrunners.
Ordel Goldson and
Daniel Singleton were back
in good form, scoring 25
and 23 points, respectively.
However, the Red Hawks
were outshot in a 93-84
loss.
The
Roadrunners
quickly jumped out to a
10-point lead just over five
minutes into the game, but
the Red Hawks were able
to cut it to one thanks to
three-pointers by Erick Lofton-Harris, Kevin McGorry
and Angel Gonzalez. They
kept it close, but were unable to take the lead, as Ramapo went into halftime up
by six.
Terry Hicks and
George Sapp led the way
for the Roadrunners in the
second half, scoring 10 and

Red Hawks Sweep
Doubleheader
Joe Stanley Kurp
Staff Writer

The Montclair State
Mens Ice Hockey team continued to play hard and stay
together, as they swept a
weekend road doubleheader,
defeating Siena College, 5-3,
on Dec. 6 and Bryant College,
10-5, on Dec. 7.
In the win over Siena,
Montclair State was trailing
1-2 at the end of the first period.
Despite the early deficit, goals by junior forward Joe
Redmon, sophomore forward
Chris Preziosi and junior forward John Talamo gave Montclair State a 4-2 lead at the
end of the second period.
It would eventually
lead to a 5-3 Montclair State
victory, as they outshot Siena
51-19.
Montclair State got off
to a better start the next day
against Bryant, as they ended
the first period with a 2-1 lead.

During the second period, both
teams’ offenses heated up and
scored a combined eight goals
(five for Montclair State and
three for Bryant), as Montclair
State ended the second period
with a 7-4 lead.
Although
Bryant
showed plenty of effort, they
could not catch up, as Montclair State won the game 10-5
and outshot Bryant 44-26.
“It was a big weekend
for us, picking up four points
on the table,” said senior forward Cody Inglis. “I know the
whole team is feeling pretty
good after the wins. We are
just looking to keep on rolling and end the semester on
a good note next weekend at
[the University of New Hampshire].”
Having picked up
some much needed points on
the season in both victories,
the Red Hawks now are back
at .500. The team plays their
last game before the holiday
break on Friday, Dec. 13, when
they travel to the University
of New Hampshire for a 6:30
p.m. contest.

Upcoming Games

Dec. 13 @ New Hampshire
6:30 p.m.
Jan. 17 vs. New Hampshire
1:15 p.m.
Jan. 18 @ Central Conn.
9 p.m.
Jan. 24 vs. W. Paterson
9:10 p.m.
Jan. 26 @ Wagner
7 p.m.

nine points, respectively.
Hicks finished the
game with 22 points and
four assists. The game remained close, but the Red
Hawks were unable to pull
ahead.
Missed free throws
made the difference in this
game, as the Red Hawks
shot a dismal 50 percent
from the free-throw line.
Singleton was the
only force the Red Hawks
had coming off the bench,
scoring 23 of 25 bench points.
They were dominant in the
paint as they have been all
season, outscoring Ramapo
by six points down low, but
once again, poor shooting
made the difference in this
one.
Looking to snap a
two-game losing streak, the
Red Hawks returned home
to Panzer Athletic Center
for their second matchup against the College of
Staten Island Dolphins.
The Dolphins handed Montclair a 61-55 loss
earlier in the season. Singleton and McGorry had 17
and 15 points, respectively,
helping the home team
jump out to an early lead.
Though the Dolphins kept it close, the
Red Hawks led for nearly
the entire half and carried
a nine-point lead into the
locker room at halftime.
The Dolphins out-

Photo courtesy of Sports Information.

Ordel Goldson goes up for the dunk.

scored the Red Hawks 15-6
in the first seven minutes
of the second half to tie the
game at 53.
The visitors would
finally take the lead with
nine minutes to go on a
Matt Van Manen layup.
Goldson tied the game at 61
with a layup in the paint,
as the teams traded points
on each of the following possessions to tie the game at
63.
Will Fonseca’s layup
with six minutes left gave
the Dolphins a lead they
would not surrender. They
would hold on to win by a
scoring of 77-73, handing
the Red Hawks their third
consecutive loss. McGorry
scored a career-high 24
points while Singleton fol-

lowed with 23 points and
five assists.
Goldson was kept
quiet with just nine points
in 36 minutes on the floor.
Once again, the Red Hawks
couldn’t get much production from the bench, with
just seven points coming off
the bench. The Red Hawks
were outscored in the paint
for the first time this season, 42-38.
The Red Hawks will
be looking to rebound with
a win over the William Paterson Pioneers at home on
Saturday, Dec. 14. This will
be their final game before
hosting the Team Hill Holiday Classic Tournament on
the weekend beginning Friday, Dec. 27 at the Panzer
Athletic Center.
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Red Hawks Remain Undefeated

MSU wins 29 straight regular-season games
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

The womens basketball team at Montclair State
has kept their undefeated
dream season a reality with
two huge wins this week. What
makes the first victory so impressive is that this game featured a huge rally from MSU.
The Red Hawks visited
Rutgers-Newark on Dec. 4 to
battle in a pivotal conference
matchup. Montclair State prevailed in the contest, 70-68.
MSU fell behind by 22
points with roughly 14 minutes left in the game. They
then began a rally, which was
capped off with junior guard
Janitza Aquino (13 points)
nailing a game-sealing three

pointer with 35 seconds left.
Senior guard Nicosia
Henry had 23 points for Montclair State and junior guard
Melissa Tobie added 19 points
in the victory. Henry and Tobie had double-doubles, with
the two of them collecting 11
and 10 rebounds, respectively.
“I
was
impressed
with our effort and resilience
against a strong Rutgers Newark team,” said head coach
Karin Harvey. “Down 22
[points] with 10 minutes to
go, we continued to fight and
showed how tough and determined we are.”
Tobie shared her opinion. “The last two games have
certainly showed us what we
have to work on going forward,” said Tobie. “I think
that they also showed us that
we have some toughness and
we do not give up, even when

Photo courtesy of Sports Information.

Janitza Aquino readjusts her layup against a Rowan defender.

Photo courtesy of Sports Information.

Melissa Tobie looking for a fellow Red Hawk to pass to.

the game isn’t going our way
at first.”
The Red Hawks then
traveled to Mahwah to face
Ramapo on Dec. 7, dominating thoroughly from start to
finish and won easily, 78-44.
Aquino was the leading scorer
for Montclair State, pouring in
17 points.
Henry and Tobie added 10 points in the win. MSU
outscored Ramapo in the second half by 25 points. The Red
Hawks also controlled the rebounding battle against the
Roadrunners by a count of 5224.
“This season so far has
provided us with tests game
after [every] game,” said Tobie.
“We are still looking to play a
complete 40 minutes of Montclair State basketball and that

is our goal going forward.”
Montclair State now
has two games on the road,
with the first game being in
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. against
Vassar College on Dec. 10 at
7 p.m. The result of the match
was not available at press
time. MSU then travels to Arlington, Va. to tip-off against
Marymount College at 2 p.m.
on Dec. 15.
“We are looking forward to our next five non-conference games,” said Harvey.
“We upped our non-conference
strength of schedule and look
forward to the challenge of Vassar (#25 in country and undefeated), Marymount and Moravian,” said Harvey. “They are
all strong, well-coached teams
and are going to be great opportunities for us.”

Shane Del Rosario Dead at 30

UFC fighter succumbs to fatal heart defect
Fans and fighters are
mourning the fighter, as he
was a very kind and giving
person.
“He was passionate
about helping others and was
always there to offer a helping hand, a smile and encouragement to anyone, not only
family and friends, but also to
strangers,” Del Rosario’s family said in a statement.
“RIP to one of the best
people I’ve ever had the honor
to have in my life and call my
best friend,” McCall posted to
his Twitter feed on Monday.

Andrew Guadagnino
Staff Writer

On Dec. 9, 2013, the
Ultimate Fighting Championship and fans worldwide lost a
tremendous fighter in heavyweight Shane Del Rosario.
Nearly two weeks ago, Del Rosario suffered a cardiac arrest
in his home. He was 30 years
old.
On Monday, the UFC
released a statement concerning Del Rosario’s passing:
“The Ultimate Fighting Championship mourns
the tragic loss heavyweight
competitor Shane Del Rosario,
who died at age 30. Del Rosario suffered a heart attack on
Tuesday, Nov. 26, as a result
of what doctors believe to be a
congenital heart disorder, according to his manager Jason
House. The entire organization sends its deepest condolences to Shane’s family and
friends.”
On Nov. 26, the heavyweight was found unconscious
by his roommate and training
partner UFC Flyweight Ian
McCall. McCall performed
CPR until Del Rosario was
transported to Hoag Memorial
Hospital Presbyterian in Newport Beach, Calif.
According to a statement released by manager Jason House on Nov. 27, “He was

Del Rosario raises him arms in the air after he wins a fight

brought to the hospital in full
cardiac arrest. He was resuscitated in the emergency room
back to a stable heart rhythm
and blood pressure. He is currently in the coronary care
unit critically ill. Our prayers
are with him and his family.”
House also stated that
the doctors believed a heart
defect known as Long QT Syndrome was the cause of the
sudden collapse.
Long QT Syndrome is
a disorder of the heart’s electrical activity. It causes sudden, uncontrollable irregularities in the heart’s rhythm.
Del Rosario was placed
on life support following his
hospitalization. He survived

Photo courtesy of o.canada.com.

until Sunday after being disconnected.
The heavyweight striker began his mixed martial arts
career with 11 straight victories, which capped off with an
impressive submission over
Lavar Johnson at “Strikeforce:
Fedor vs. Silva.” His momentum was slowed down after a
car accident in which he suffered a herniated disc.
Making his UFC debut at UFC 146 against Stipe
Miocic, he lost by second round
Technical Knockout. His most
recent fight was a knockout
loss to fellow striker Pat Barry
at “The Ultimate Fighter 16”

finale.

Photo courtesy of @unclecreepymma

Del Rosario at a press conference.

Photo courtesy of prommanow.com.
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Who’s Hot This Week
Season Stats
Rebounds - 35
Asists - 26
Points - 116

Daniel Singleton
Guard — Basketball
Despite MSU losing its last three
games, Singleton has played a key role,
recently recording 46 points and 16 rebounds over MSU’s last two games.

Who’s Hot This Week

Season Stats
Rebounds - 41
Steals - 13
Points - 83

Nicosia Henry
Guard — Basketball
Henry recorded 33 points and 17 rebounds over a two-game span as she
helped the Red Hawks win six straight
games.

Game of the Week
Mens Basketball
vs W. Paterson
Dec. 14, 1 p.m.

The Red Hawks look to snap their
three-game losing streak.
For updates, check out:
w w w. m o n t c l a i r a t h l e t i c s. c o m
and follow
@TheMontclarion on
Twitter and Instagram

‘Montclarion’ Staff
NFL
Predictions
Nick (Sports) Jessica (E.i.C.) Jonathan (Arts)
This year, the Montclarion sports section is bringing
back a fun segment that has been absent the last few seasons.
Each week, the Sports Editor, Editor-in-Chief and Arts Editor
will make their predictions on the upcoming NFL games. Join
in and do the same with your friends to see who knows the
NFL the best.
					
= This week’s winner

This Week 8-8

This Week 7-9

This Week 10-6

Chargers vs. Broncos
Seahawks vs. Giants
Jets vs. Panthers
Redskins vs. Falcons
Bears vs. Browns
Texans vs. Colts
Patriots vs. Dolphins
Eagles vs. Vikings
49’ers vs. Buccaneers
Bills vs. Jaguars
Chiefs vs. Raiders
Packers vs. Cowboys
Cardinals vs. Titans
Saints vs. Rams
Bengals vs. Steelers
Ravens vs. Lions

Broncos
Seahawks
Panthers
Redskins
Bears
Colts
Patriots
Eagles
49’ers
Jaguars
Chiefs
Cowboys
Cardinals
Saints
Bengals
Lions

Broncos
Seahawks
Panthers
Falcons
Bears
Colts
Patriots
Eagles
49’ers
Bills
Chiefs
Packers
Cardinals
Saints
Steelers
Lions

Broncos
Seahawks
Jets
Redskins
Browns
Texans
Patriots
Eagles
49’ers
Jaguars
Raiders
Cowboys
Cardinals
Saints
Bengals
Lions

112-80

109-83

115-77

MSU
Sports
MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Discipline and Determination
Denzel Nieves
runs for those
around him

Rob Rowan
Assistant Sports Editor

Discipline is an
important word to freshman running back Denzel
Nieves. Nieves had a breakout year this past season
with 585 yards on 95 carries through seven games.
After not playing in
the first three games and
only getting two carries in
each of the next two games
of the 2013 season, Nieves
took over for a hurt AJ
Scoppa in the third quarter
against Morrisville State.
The 5’7”, 190-pound freshman preceded to rack up
167 yards in only 15 carries.
Nieves later remarked that he felt relieved
and was happy he got the

opportunity to show what
he could do on the gridiron.
A football career that
started at the age of six with
the Maplewood-South Orange Packers, Nieves grew
up in the sport, going on to
play for the Columbia High
School Cougars where, in
his junior and senior years
racked up 2197 rushing
yards on just 266 carries.
The main differences Nieves cites between
high school and college are
the amount of discipline
and dedication there is with
practice every day and the
preparation that goes into
facing another team on any
given Saturday.
When
choosing
Montclair State, the amount
of love he was showed and
the fact that they wanted
him to play for their team

Nieves jukes a defender during one of his games at Columbia High School.

more than any other was
a big factor in his choice
of the school. He says the
team has been welcoming
him well since he started
playing as a Red Hawk, as
he has been earning their
respect with his feats on the
field.
Departing
senior
running back AJ Scoppa
has been helping Nieves in
terms of rushing, telling him
to take a little more time
looking for the openings in
the defense before each run
and in learning the play
book. Running back coach
Jason Scott has also helped
Nieves come into his own
on the team.
Every time Nieves
takes the field, he’s playing not only for his parents
in the stands who have
not missed a home game,

Photo courtesy of berecruited.com.

but for his friend Malcom
Bagley, who played football
at Dean College. Unfortunately Malcolm’s life was
cut short in the summer of
2012, but Nieves his keeping his friend’s memory
alive by wearing the initials
“MB” along with Bagley’s
number, 11, on his cleats.
Nieves is not just an
athlete, but a student, as
well studying criminal justice here at Montclair.
When asked if it was
tough balancing school,
football and his social life,
he said that he manages his
time well and has the discipline and determination to
get his work done both on

Photo courtesy of Sports Information.

and off the gridiron.
This season really
showed that Montclair
State has less to worry
about as they go on offense.
Nieves says he knew he was
capable of, taking over the
running back position and
succeeding with it, but was
unsure if he would be given
the chance this season.
The offense is already set up for a running
back, as Nieves looks forward to next season and
bringing the NJAC Championship back to Montclair
State. With Denzel Nieves
as starting running back,
the Red Hawks might have
a shot.

Nieves running in the open-field.
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